
Global DISC™
Products and Packages



Definitions

• Global DISC: Global DISC is an ICF accredited, multi award winning profiling 
assessment and behavioural model explaining WHAT, HOW and WHY 
people act, feel and think so differently and how to turn those differences 
into synergy. 

It introduces the topic of cultural intelligence using the language of the most 
widely-used model, DISC, to make the application as uncomplicated and 
practical as possible.

• Global Quest: Global Quest is an interactive coaching platform with 
innovative programs designed to expand the comfort zone and 
dramatically enhance the behavioural flexibility of each perosnality types.



Solutions based on Global DISC™



GLOBAL DISC REPORTS

Global DISC measures 
individual preferences based 
on cultural orientation and 
personality type.

The assessment can be done 
in less than 5 minutes and it 
generates a 42 page report 
with a 40 minute online 
course built in using 
augmented reality 
technology.

Thrzgh the ZAPPAR app.



GROUP REPORTS

Measure the cognitive 
diversity of a team, the only 
layer of diversity that has 
proven benefit in terms of 
performance



MINDSET GAP

Measure the mindset gap 
between:
- 2 individuals
- 2 groups
- Individual and over 50 

countries/ 16 DISC profiles
- Departments, companies

The bigger the mindset gap is, 
the greater the potential is for 
success or disaster. It depends 
on how much they 
understand themsleves and 
others.



GLOBAL DISC QUEST

Interactive coaching platform 
based on Global DISC result 
designed to enhance 
behavioural flexibility and 
expand comfort zone.

3 months long, experiential 
program to turn information 
into skills.

All the 21 missions on all 3 levels in each of the 4 Quests are designed to push the 
participants out of their comfort zone just a little bit more to dramatically 
enhance their behavioural flexibility and growth mindset. 



FAST TEAMING PASSPORT

Virtual teams and gig 
economy project members 
need to be able to rapidly 
create trust and synergy to 
perform.

The Fast-teaing passport is 
prepared individually and 
shared collectivily during an 
optional 4 hour training. The 
goal is to reduce assumptions, 
misunderstandings and 
significantly improve 
communication, team work 
and psychological safety,



The quietly confident Mindset



Elevator Pitch
Would you say that Bill Gates, Jeff Besos and Ghandi were bad leaders? Probably not since they have been 
successful in their career. Did you know that they belonged to the 4% of leaders who are introverted?

Half of the world is like them and yet 96% of leaders are extroverted as most of the world is catered for them.

How much potential would you say is lost if:

- they don’t learn to make themselves heard,

- quietness is seen as a weakness,

- they clash instead of creating synergy,

- they don’t feel psychologically safe and motivated?

According to research 80% of potential is lost in most companies and although 89% of leaders believe their staff 
leave for more money, only 12% do leave because of that meaning that most will leave because of their leader’s 
management. So how can companies address those challenges and retain their staff? How can money be saved by 
retaining talent?

Teams can be individually intelligent but collectively blind if they don’t know how to unlock their hidden growth 
potential.

My mission is to make the process of synergy between extroverts and introverts as uncomplicated and practical as 
possible with the least amount of hassle to ensure the success of your organisation.



Recommended short packages



• Global DISC debrief – 90 minute coaching session + assessement - £197 

• Global DISC journey – 90 minutes debrief + assessment + Global DISC Quest + 60 
minute coaching after the Quest - £247

• Couple package – 2 x Global DISC assessments + comparision report + 90 minute 
coaching session - £297 (including an additional 2 x 90 minute individual debrief - £497)

• Cultural comparision – Global DISC assessment + choose 2 countries to compare 
with + 90 minute coaching session - £297 

• The quietly confident mindset – Global Disc assessment + 3x2 hour workshop + 
comparision report + Global DISC Quest after the workshop (can also be done as a 
one day corporate workshop) - £297 (per person)



References:

The multi award winning 
portfolio of solutions have 
been used by Fortune 500 
companies, government 
agencies, European 
Parliament, universities and 
global businesses in 37 
countries through a network 
of licensed partners,


